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In this appendix, §A contains details of zero-shot video
captioner. §B contains further results: computation effi-
ciency (§B.1), more baselines (§B.2), and more visualiza-
tions (§B.3).

A. Caption Generation

To obtain auxiliary captions for a given video, we con-
sider the following two approaches.

Crawling Titles. We extract the video website title by
crawling the original links (such as YouTube ID) of each
video and use it as the caption. For instance, for the MSR-
VTT dataset, we crawl the title of the video website as the
caption based on the original link provided by the dataset
annotation. However, we found that 2555 out of the 10,000
videos in the dataset have invalid links, so we do not use the
title as extra auxiliary information in these videos, and only
perform video-query matching.

Video Captioning. We utilize the video extension [3] of
ZeroCap [4] for zero-shot video captioning. In Cap4Video,
the captioner can be replaced with other methods if desired.

ZeroCap employs GPT-2 [2], a transformer-based pre-
trained language model, to predict the next word from
an initial prompt, such as “Video shows”. To integrate
vision-related knowledge into the auto-regression process,
the model is motivated to generate sentences that describe a
given video using a calibrated CLIP loss LCLIP . An addi-
tional loss term, LCE , is employed to keep the next token
distribution consistent with the original language model.
Optimization occurs during auto-regression, and the pro-
cess is repeated for each token. Simple arithmetic of visual
cues in CLIP’s embedding space can capture semantic rela-
tions. Although ZeroCap is effective in describing individ-
ual visual cues, it faces a challenge in generating coherent
descriptions of multiple images. In contrast to the origi-
nal ZeroCap approach, the video extension [3] optimizes
pseudo-tokens through iterative sentence generation, with
the goal of steering the overall sentence generation process
towards a coherent description of the video, as depicted in
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Figure A.1. Zero-shot video captioning [3] using CLIP and GPT.

Figure A.1.
In each generation step, the primary aim is to guide GPT-

2 towards a desired visual direction. This guidance has two
objectives: (i) aligning with the provided video, and (ii)
maintaining language attributes. To achieve the first objec-
tive, CLIP [1] is utilized to assess the similarity of a to-
ken to a video and adjust the model’s cache accordingly.
For the second objective, the objective is regularized to re-
semble the original target output before modification. The
solved optimization problem updates the context cache at
each time point.

As a result, the captioner can generate captions for
videos directly without any additional training. To prevent
the generation of long and repetitive sentences, we set a to-
ken limit of 20 for each sentence. We also utilized frame
sampling with a frame rate of 3 FPS and performed 30 iter-
ations of generation to obtain 30 captions for each video.

For further information on the implementation, please
see the paper 1 and official code 2.

1https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.11100.pdf
2https://github.com/YoadTew/zero-shot-video-to-text



Query7669: three woman doing a fashion show to music.

Generated Caption:
Video of the fashion runway show in front by a 
woman wearing an orange dress and black shoes.

Query8572: a man grabs at snakes and throws them around the room.
Generated Caption:
Video showing a detainee digging out the 
snake from his cell in prison.

Query7464: the video shows gameplay of a car racing video game.

Generated Caption:
Video showing gameplay from the upcoming 
game of cars in virtual world, 'Toy Kart.

Query9625: its a cooking recipe show with chicken vegetables.

Generated Caption:
Video shows how to cook a chicken with 
rice noodles and vegetables.

Query8331: a man teaching students in class. Generated Caption:
Video of teacher teaching students at a 
university in the Nordic countries, where 
they were filmed by an interviewer.

Query9827: lady gaga sings in a music video.
Generated Caption:
Video shows the lyrics of a song by rapper 
and singer, Gaga.

Figure A.2. Examples of auxiliary captions generated by the zero-shot video captioner on the MSRVTT 1K-A test set. These captions help
to change the original wrong Top-1 prediction to the correct one.

FLOPs #Params Throughput

Cap4Video 60.5G 96.8M 164.2 vid/s

Table A.1. Computation efficiency. “vid/s” represents the average
number of videos per second. Model: ViT-B/32.

B. More Results
B.1. Computation Efficiency

In Table A.1, we show the computational cost and effi-
ciency. We use single NVIDIA 3090 GPU and a batch size
of 16 to measure the throughput.

B.2. Additional Baselines

To demonstrate the benefits of GPT-2 and language aug-
mentation, we present the following baselines on the MSR-
VTT 1k-A dataset: 1) Ensemble Baseline: we ensemble the
zero-shot CLIP score and the finetuned video branch score.
The results are shown in Table A.2. We can observe that the
ensemble score of “Video+Zero-Shot CLIP” is lower than
our Cap4Video (42.9% vs 43.8%), demonstrating the ad-

Video +Auxiliary Ensemble

42.8 +Caption 43.8
+Zero-Shot CLIP 42.9

Table A.2. Ensemble baselines (ViT-B/32 w/ global matching).

Captioner use Caption

Original CLIP 30.7
Fine-tuned CLIP 35.1

Table A.3. Caption baseline with different Captioner setting.

vantage of GPT-2. 2) Cap4Video using synthetic captions
generated and filtered using the finetuned CLIP model. In
our paper, we use the original CLIP and GPT-2 without any
fine-tuning to perform zero-shot video captioning on any
video. Here we study the effect of finetuned CLIP on the
captioner in Table A.3. Although the captions generated by
finetuned CLIP can bring further improvement, it reduces
the method’s flexibility.



Query9517: a news program about overweight people.
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Query8655: an animal is throwing a piece of junk.
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Query8948: there is a man is talking with a commando.
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Rank 3

Query9689: spices being combined in a stainless steel bowl.

Rank 1

Rank 2
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Figure A.3. Examples of text-video retrieval results on the MSRVTT 1K-A test set. The left are the videos ranked by our Cap4Video, and
the right are the results from the model without involving caption.

B.3. Qualitative Results

To further validate our motivation for using auxiliary
caption for text-video retrieval, we present more visualiza-

tions of auxiliary captions in Figure A.2 and retrieval results
in Figure A.3.
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